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• The US Dollar Index (DXY) retreats to 110.50, following Thursday’s recovery from the five-

week-low, as Fed hawks get mixed details of the overall strong US data.

• On Thursday, the US Bureau of Economic Analysis' first estimate revealed that the US economy

expanded at an annualized pace of 2.6% in the third quarter, compared to the market expectation

of 2.4%, and helped the dollar gather strength.

• During the Asian trading hours on Friday, the Bank of Japan (BoJ) announced that it left its policy

settings unchanged, holding rates at -0.1% while maintaining the 10-year JGB yield target at

0.00%.

• German Q3 Gross Domestic Product and October inflation data will be featured in the European

economic docket alongside consumer and business sentiment surveys for the euro area. In the

second half of the day, the Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) Price Index, the Fed's

preferred gauge of inflation, and September Pending Home Sales data from the US will be looked

upon for fresh impetus.
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➢ The EUR/USD pair is displaying a minor recovery from 0.9950 neighborhood and a pullback

towards the psychological resistance of 1.0000 after a sheer downside move.

➢ The EUR was the worst performer against the greenback as the ECB announced its monetary

policy decision. As widely anticipated, the central bank hiked the three main rates by 75 bps, but

the message on growth and economic developments was most discouraging. The ECB noted in

its policy statement that the depreciation of the euro has been adding to inflation.

➢ Should the price cross the resistance of 1.0000, the perspective of a correction will be towards

1.0050. On the other hand, a slippage below the support of 0.9950 will drag the asset towards

October 24 high, around 0.9900.
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➢ The GBP/USD pair takes offers to renews intraday high around 1.1595, trimming previous day's

losses during Friday’s Asian session.

➢ Novel UK Leadership with PM Rishi Sunak and Chancellor Jeremy Hunt are working on

reducing the piled debt of the UK, the highest since 1960, to bring financial stability. Reports

from Financial Times claim that Sunak is exploring tax rises and spending cuts of up to GBP 50

billion, which is in line with the agenda of the bank of England (BOE) of bringing price stability.

➢ That said, the bears currently aim the level of 1.1500 as an immediate target during the further

losses. However, the broken upper line of symmetrical triangle near 1.1380 will be a tough nut to

crack for the bears afterward. On the contrary, bulls need to surpass last day's high around 1.1650,

which will send the pair to September 13 high at 1.1740.
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➢ USD/JPY nullifies early Asian session gains while dropping back to 146.00, as the Bank of

Japan (BOJ) defended its easy money policy in Friday’s meeting.

➢ In its Quarterly Outlook Report, the BoJ noted that risks to the economic outlook were skewed

to the downside amid heightened concerns over developments in exchange rates and

international commodity prices. Commenting on the JPY movements, BoJ Governor Kuroda

reiterated that they won hesitate to ease the monetary policy further if necessary.

➢ The sellers need a sustained move below 145.00 to accelerate the downfall towards October 05

low, around 143.50. Meanwhile, recovery remains elusive until the quote stays below the

resistance of 147.50.
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XAUUSD

➢ XAU/USD is keeping its range play intact between the $1,650 and $1,670 price zone heading

into the weekly close, as investors continue assessing the recent series of downbeat US

economic releases even though the advance Q3 GDP print bettered estimates on Thursday.

➢ The DXY is displaying a subdued performance in Asia as the odds of a more significant rate

hike announcement by the Federal Reserve (Fed) have trimmed significantly. According to the

CME FedWatch tool, the chances of 75 basis points (bps) rate hike by the Federal Reserve (Fed)

have dropped to 85.5%.

➢ Gold bulls need to crack the resistance of $1,670, to accelerate the bullish moves towards July

21 low around $1,680. On the other hand, a sustained move below last day's low around $1,655

will send the precious metal towards Wednesday's low, around $1,650.
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➢ US stocks closed mixed on Thursday after data showed the economy rebounded faster than

expected in the third quarter. The Dow Jones Industrial Average rose, while the S&P 500 and the

Nasdaq was down. Communication services led the decliners among sectors, followed by

technology, while industrials rose the most, followed by financials.

➢ Meta plunged nearly 25% at market close on Thursday, the steepest decliner on the S&P 500 and

the Nasdaq, after the Facebook parent's third-quarter earnings declined more than forecast late

Wednesday. The social media giant also flagged near-term revenue challenges amid a pullback in

advertising spending.

➢ A minor pullback move towards the support of 3,750 will be an optimal buying opportunity for

investors, which will drive the index towards September 21 high, around 3,900. On the flip side,

in case of breaking the 3,750 level, there will be prospects of a correction towards 3,700 which

point the bulls could be lurking.
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